EVALUATION OF THE REVERBERATION TIME IMPROVEMENT IN A SPEAKING HALL
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Abstract: To improve a room’s acoustic parameters there have been studied several variants of acoustic materials and devices that can be placed on the ceiling of the hall. The main objective of the study was the reverberation time measurement and calculation. By using the acoustic panel made from polystyrene, covered with jute on both sides, has ensured the largest reverberation time decrease. Thus, we can say that the analyzed room can be used for speech activity (courses, conferences, etc.)
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1. INTRODUCTION

The speaking halls used in special for oral communication (seminars, courses, conferences, etc.), must ensure the best possible conditions so that the words emitted by the source (speaker) are collected by the receiver (listener) in an understandable way [1-3].

Reverberation time is the main parameter that can express the acoustic quality of a room (it is an objective parameter) [4]. Express “vivacity” of a room is linked to the geometric characteristics of the room (volume, area), but also depending on the properties of the materials used in the construction and arrangement of the room [5, 6]. To determine the calculated reverberation time in a room the most frequently used formula is the W.C. Sabine empirical formula:

$$T60 = \frac{0.16V}{4mV + Ab_{tot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where: \(V\) represents the room volume; \(4mV\) – air absorption (\(m\) is the air absorption coefficient); \(Ab_{tot}\) – overall sound absorption of the room.

The \(4mV\) factors are related to the air absorption from the room and can be ignored for small rooms. In these cases, the reverberation time can be determined by the equation [7, 8]:

$$T60 = \frac{0.16V}{Ab_{tot}} = \frac{0.16V}{\alpha_{med}S_{tot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: \(\alpha_{med}\) represents the average absorption coefficient of materials, objects and the people from the room; \(S_{tot}\) is area of the walls, ceiling, floor, furniture objects and people from the room.
Reverberation time differs for the same room in the unpopulated (\(T_{60n}\)) or populated (\(T_{60p}\)) situation with a difference of time (\(DT\)), which differs depending on the frequency [9, 10], respectively:

\[
T_{60p} = T_{60n} - DT \quad \text{(s)}
\]  

(3)

Reverberation time can affect the intelligibility during conversations and sound attenuation to twice of the distance. In the case of a shorter reverberation time, the intelligibility of conversation is improved and sound attenuation increased. Also, the reverberation time decreases with frequency increasing [8, 10-13].

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For this study were used the following equipment, materials and standards: Equipment (2270 portable analyzer; Omni Power Type 4292-L Sound Source); Tested Materials (OSB panels 6 mm thick; Polystyrene panels with 38 mm thickness; plasterboard panels with 12.4 mm thickness); Standards [14, 15]: ISO 3382-3:20112 Open offices acoustic and ISO 3382-2:2009 – Measurement of acoustic parameters for rooms.

In Figure 1 is presented the analyzed room and Figure 2 shows the outline of the acoustic device (panel). The panels were mounted by using metallic frames. The 21 acoustic devices were positioned in two rows on the ceiling of the room (Figure 3 and 4).

The acoustic devices (panels) can be rotated in two planes of the room, longitudinal and horizontal. The total area of the panels on one side was 36,225 m². The room dimensions was: length, width, height, \((L \times l \times h) = 19.55 \times 4.65 \times 2.72 = 247.27 \text{ m}^3\).

Measurements were performed without population in room. It has taken in to account all the objects in the room (8 tables, 64 chairs, window curtain, radiators etc.) (Figure 4).

Experimental technique (the working mode) is presented in Table 1. The reverberation times T20 and T30 were measured and was calculated the average (T60) for each of the six frequencies.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of the analyzed hall.](image)

![Fig. 2. The dimension of metallic frame used for acoustic panels (in mm).](image)
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reverberation time measured was in a narrow range of values, (0.77 ÷ 1.96) seconds, based on the six analyzed frequencies. The lower time value measured was obtained at a frequency of 4000 Hz and the higher at the 500 Hz frequency, for all analyzed materials, in the case of unpopulated room.

The reverberation time was analyzed for different materials (Table 1) assembled in panels form (Figure 4).

Figure 5 presents comparative variation of reverberation time in the case of OSB, polystyrene and plasterboard acoustic panels used.

To identify the influence of some grouped materials, there were analyzed both simple panels and covered panels (jute on one side of the panel) or (jute on both sides of the panel). For simple OSB panels, OSB with jute on one side of the panel and jute on both sides of the panel the variation of reverberation time is presented in Figure 6.

For the same groupings of experimentation but using polystyrene, the T60 curves are presented in Figure 7. Also in the case of plasterboard acoustic panels used, the Figure 8 reveals the variation of reverberation time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method code</th>
<th>Explanations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Room ceiling without acoustic panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 OSB acoustic panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O+I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 OSB acoustic panels covered with jute on a side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O+2I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 OSB acoustic panels covered with jute on two side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 polystyrene acoustic panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 polystyrene acoustic panels covered with jute on a side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+2I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 polystyrene acoustic panels covered with jute on two side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 plasterboard acoustic panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R+I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 plasterboard acoustic panels covered with jute on a side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R+2I</td>
<td>Room ceiling with 21 plasterboard acoustic panels covered with jute on two side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5. Reverberation time variation, on the six frequencies, for OSB (O), polystyrene (P) and plasterboard (R) panels in comparison with cleared ceiling (V1).

Fig. 6. Reverberation time variation, on the six frequencies, for simple OSB panels (O), with jute on one side (O+I), with jute on two sides (O+2I).

Fig. 7. Reverberation time variation, on the six frequencies, for simple polystyrene (P), with jute on one side (P+I) and with two sided Jute (P+2I) panels.
Fig. 8. Reverberation time variation, on the six frequencies, for simple plasterboard (R), with jute on one side (R+J) and with two sided Jute (R+2J) panels.

Fig. 9. Variation of reverberation time measured, calculated and admissible values.

Fig. 10. Variation of total absorption for each working methods.
The arrangement of room’s ceiling (as was present in the Table 1) has ensured some absorbing surfaces between 21.6 m$^2$, in the case of room’s ceiling without acoustic panels and up to a maximum of 37.3 m$^2$ for using plasterboard acoustic panels covered on the both sides with jute (Figure 10).

The differences between calculated reverberation time with Sabine’s equation and measured reverberation time related to the allowable values of reverberation time for a speaking hall are presented in Figure 9.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Reverberation time varies with the frequency indifferently of all situations used to arrange the room’s ceiling. The measurements were performed on third octave frequency, according to the reverberation time measuring standard, to cover all the situations that may occur in a speaking hall.

The differences between the measured and calculated values with Sabine equation are small and are according to ISO 3382-2: 2009 standard. In addition, the small differences in the values reveals the correct calculation methods, used for surface absorption and absorption coefficients of materials from the studied hall.

Compared to 1.62 seconds reverberation time measured in the unarranged room, all the material used to arrange the room’s ceiling did a significant reduction of the reverberation time values.

The best materials, which significantly reduced the T$_{60}$ value, were polystyrene panels with jute on both sides (1.15 s) and OSB with jute on both sides (1.20 s). For these two variants, total absorption surface was 34.8 m$^2$ and respectively 35.5 m$^2$.
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